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WHOLESALE GAINS
October had a higher than
expected jump in sales
thanks to auto parts and
building materials, B6

Facebook may have to pay multimillions
of euros if EU authority has its way, B2
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Rebranded BlackBerry predicts proﬁt
Shift to software development
has increased revenue, CEO says
MICHAEL LEWIS
BUSINESS REPORTER

WATERLOO, ONT.—BlackBerry Ltd. hasn’t asked for federal funding to help its QNX unit develop software for
self-driving cars at a research centre in Ottawa announced this week, but wouldn’t say no to public
support if it were offered sometime down the road.
“It’s not something we would refuse,” chief executive

John Chen said Tuesday during a meeting with reporters at the company’s headquarters here.
Chen’s comments came after the software and smartphone vendor announced
adjusted profit for the third quarter that
topped estimates despite a worse-thanforecast revenue decline.
Chen said BlackBerry’s $100-million investment in the autonomous-vehicletesting hub over the next few years will
see more than 60 software engineers
hired as part of a long-term focus on

BlackBerry CEO
John Chen sees
autonomous
driving as a
growth area.

QNX. The company sees the automotive
and industrial operating system unit as a
growth engine in its pivot to software and
also hopes the hub can bolster its cybersecurity consulting business.

Chen, who said the hub won’t produce
revenue until 2018, added he has not
sought government support and the program doesn’t include any federal funding.
Still, he noted that clean energy and
autonomous autos are priorities for the
prime minister and said the federal government has been a marquee client and
supportive of BlackBerry’s turnaround
efforts amid a long-term decline in
smartphone sales.
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Group video chat
is messaging’s
latest hot feature
Facebook and Kik launched new
function to keep users connected
RAJU MUDHAR
TECH REPORTER
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This chunk of chrysotile asbestos was extracted from the now-closed Jeffrey mine in Asbestos, Que.

Canada’s asbestos

hypocrisy
For decades, federal politicians
sheltered the industry, wrapping
it in ‘less hazardous’ branding
Jennifer Wells
Has the phrase “better late than never” ever stood on
a weaker truss than the Government of Canada’s
decades-late decision to ban the manufacture, use,
import and export of asbestos?
Successive federal governments — Liberal and
Conservative — provided political shelter to companies mining chrysotile asbestos in Quebec, going so
far as to fund the Chrysotile Institute whose purpose
was to defend aggressively this particular type of
asbestos as distinctly less hazardous than other
forms of the magic mineral. (A paper published in
the Canadian Medical Association Journal in 2008
called this argument “redolent of the tobacco industry’s playbook on light cigarettes.”)
Occasionally, a politician would step out of line,
only to be yanked back into asbestos-supporting
formation.
Recall Liberal Leader Michael Ignatieff in the
spring of 2009. When queried on his position, Ignatieff said this: “I’m probably walking right off the cliff
into some unexpected public policy bog of which I’m
unaware, but if asbestos is bad for parliamentarians
in the Parliament of Canada, it just has to be bad for
everybody else,” he said. “Our export of this dangerous product overseas has got to stop.”
He later backtracked to this: “We have had 60 years
of experience with this product. What I said in an-

swer to a question is that we have an obligation to
international agreements to the countries that we
export to, to make them aware of the risks. That is all
I said.”
That same year, the Star travelled to India, tracing
the transformation of the raw mineral into the type
of corrugated asbestos roofing you see everywhere
on the subcontinent. At the time, more than 90 per
cent of Canada’s asbestos production was packaged
up for export and India had emerged as its number
one customer. What became quickly evident was
that industrial safety standards were inconsistently
applied, a state of affairs known to mining executives
back home.
“We tried to rely on our own people to tell us if it
was used or going to areas or users that were actually
approved or respecting the norms,” a vice-president
at LAB Chrysotile said at the time. “They had approval by the Indian government to manufacture
asbestos-related products. Obviously, we should not
have relied on the Indian government’s approval.”
So the Canadian companies, which worked through
intermediaries in India, would place negligent operators on a black list.
Or at least that’s what they would attempt to do.
But clearly workplace controls were ultimately
beyond their reach.
One operation, filmed by the CBC in 2009, showed
workers lofting great armfuls of asbestos into the air,
where it settled like a first snow on their clothing,
their faces.
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The hottest mobile trends in 2016 were
messaging and live video. So as the year
closes, it seems inevitable that the two are
coming together in group video chats.
This week, both Facebook Messenger
and Kik launched group video chat functionality that lets people see and talk to up
to six people at once.
“It is one of the most asked-for features
by our users, and we’re doing it in a special
way,” said Christopher Best, co-founder
and chief technology officer of Waterloo,
Ont.-based Kik, a messaging app with
30 million users that is particularly popular with U.S. teens.
“It’s not like a phone call, so you can’t
actually physically call somebody with it.
It’s just right there in your chat, so when
you’re chatting with somebody, it is seamlessly integrated. So you can be messaging
and then just hit their name and the video
pops up right there.”
These apps are often called “frictionless,”
meaning they make it easy to video chat in
an almost instant, one-button way.
The other draw of messaging services —
especially for young people — is that the
people users want to communicate with
are already congregating there. So it’s a
natural step to add video.

These apps are
often called
“frictionless,”
meaning they
make it easy to
video chat in an
almost instant,
one-button way
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Agreements to end
on-call shifts an early
holiday gift to workers
An estimated
50,000 U.S.
employees will
benefit from
new plans
to eliminate
call-in
scheduling

KEVIN MCCOY
USA TODAY

An estimated 50,000 workers nationwide
for Disney, Aeropostale and four other
U.S. retailers are expected to get an early
holiday present from their employers —
new agreements to end on-call work shift
scheduling.
A coalition of state attorneys general
said Tuesday that Carter’s, David’s Tea,
PacSun and Zumiez have also said they
will stop the practice, which typically requires employees to phone in shortly before a scheduled work shift to find out
whether they will be assigned to work
that day.
Additionally, Carter’s, Disney, David’s
Tea and Zumiez committed to giving employees their work scheduled at least one
week in advance of the workweek, the
state officials said.
“On-call shifts are not a business necessity and should be a thing of the past,”
New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman said.
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